The Original Virtual Museum Scavenger Hunt

Program Overview

Necessity is the Mother of Invention.

TeamBonding has always been quick to adapt. So when the Coronavirus (COVID-19) became a thing, naturally we wasted no time looking for the best ways to help our clients facing this new reality with Remote Team Building Activities.

Combining team building, culture and the power of play, our latest high-tech virtual scavenger hunt works really well on many levels. These Virtual Museum Scavenger Hunts can be enjoyed from the comfort of your laptop, mobile phone or iPad. Choose to play as individuals, or go with the team play version. Either way, your TeamBonding facilitator will guide your experience every step of the way. We provide a leaderboard, virtual closing ceremony and lots of photos and videos. We handle all the details big and small, so you don’t have to.

Our Virtual Museum events can be run literally anywhere in the world. No destination is off-limits, and we’re working every day to add more.

Currently available:
- Wonders of the World
- Smithsonian Museum of Natural History (Washington DC)
- Louvre Museum (Paris)

Every event we do is customized. We don’t just understand the process – we pioneered it. Just select a virtual venue, then we take it from there to design and stage your unique interactive hunt - creating an event to remember. Of course, we’ve been conducting, writing, and facilitating custom high-tech hunts on-site for years, and we look forward to offering in-person adventures again as soon as circumstances permit. This Virtual Museum Scavenger Hunt is the latest twist of one of our most popular concepts.

Specifications

Group Size
12 - 500

Time Needed
1 - 2 hours

Space Requirement
This virtual hunt can be remote-hosted, or non-hosted. Mobile devices and computers required for all participants. Also available as a fully-hosted LIVE event at any venue of your choice.

Ideal For
- Remote team building
- User Conferences
- Social team building
- Family-friendly
- Bachelor/Bachelorettes

Tailoring
We customize a unique interactive hunt of your choice including characters, company logo, trivia challenges and more. This hunt can be done remotely as individuals, or as teams. You can also add-on a charitable option where a donation is made every time you complete a challenge.

Feedback
From the initial communication through the actual event at the museum, I have had nothing but positive and seamless help from the two of you. The group returned from Chicago laughing and sharing stories from the event. Success!
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